Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach

Topic

Session date

Barker

Illinois Youth Soccer

Time available 75 mins
Technical / Tactical

Speed of Play and Penetration

Tactical / Technical ✔

WARM-UP
Organization

Click to insert session diagram

Key Coaching Points

5 vs. 2/3 keep away activity
The objective is to:
-keep the ball
-for individuals to get the ball behind opponents

Maintain possession
Commit opponents on the dribble
Look to get behind the opponent with the ball
Look for combinations
Look for space to get into
If the defender defends the space, drop off and start
again
Off the ball be available
Off the ball be ready to vacate space

Options:
-beat a player 1 vs. 1
-play a wall pass
-overlap
-pass beyond the opponent and receive back

ACTIVITY 1
Organization

Key Coaching Points

Fast break activity
3 vs. 2+GK (progress to 4 vs. 3+GK)
Click to insert session diagram

One CB and one forward in each final third remain
in play at all times
Attack goes in one direction
After a goal/shot at keeper/turnover one player
from each team leaves the field
The GK now distributes to one of the two wide
options and a 3 vs. 2 ensues the other way

Commit the defender
Look to combine in the midfield
Look to play into and off of target
Be direct and positive
Look for the movement of the warm up
Be quick in transition

ACTIVITY 2
Organization

Key Coaching Points

7 vs. 7 in a field with 3 zones

Click to insert session diagram

One CB and one forward in each final third
4 vs. 4 in the middle zone
The objective of the 4 in possession is to play into
the target player
When the target player is played to a team mate
may support in the final third
Play resets in the middle zone with 4 vs. 4

Look to play forward quickly
Identify opportunities to get behind opponents
Look to move off of a forward pass to open
space
Diagonal pass may allow for a direct run
A straight pass may require a diagonal run

GAME
Organization

Key Coaching Points

7 vs. 7 in a field with 3 zones

Click to insert session diagram

Seek to play quickly and combine
Maintain length in a tight space
6 vs. 6 in the middle zone
Final ball into final third must elude the GK
The objective of the team in possession is to play
Time movement into final third to elude
into a designated forward player
defender and remain onside
When the target player is found the team may then Get a strike on goal
release on the pass or dribble one player into the
final third
Play resets in the middle zone with 6 vs. 6
Options: Require a # of passes before going to goal
Permit a recovery defender
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